How to build a strong foundation for digital transformation

An engineering and construction perspective
The construction industry is highly fragmented and aggressive with adversarial culture permeating all levels. As a result, mainstream information technology has been slow in penetrating effectively into the Engineering and Construction (E&C) sector and the maturity of information processes in most of the E&C companies in US (E&C companies in other parts of the world are way behind US market in terms of Project Management and Control processes) is still rudimentary. Even companies with annual revenues up to one billion are operating with minimal information technology (rely on spreadsheets and manual processes) and have not yet adopted even enterprise systems for their business processes.

This situation provides a significant challenge to the adaptation of latest advancements like Digital Analytics, Artificial Intelligence, Internet of Things, etc. to bring efficiency to the E&C sector.

The management of construction projects is a complex process. Every project is unique in terms of its organization, nature of contract, type of construction, local requirements and construction methodology. Due to this complexity and the project management team setup, information processing and communication using latest advances in information technology is critical and essential for efficient project management and control.

The inherent complexity of information flows in construction projects has always posed a challenge for implementing seamless integrated enterprise software systems to cater to needs of all stakeholders.

How to make a change?

The best way to achieve the desired overall Project Management and Controls integration in an E&C organization is to have a comprehensive evaluation process of the Current State, Gap Analysis with respect to industry best practices and desired Future State, and development of a corporate-wide Target Operating Model (TOM) to be implemented in phases (See Figure 1).
Most important is to get thorough alignment with the senior management of the organization with clear directions to all divisions and functions to contribute effectively in the transformation process. A systematic discovery process needs to be carried out by conducting workshops/surveys with key leaders and one-on-one interviews with subject matter experts to identify and understand the current practices (process, service delivery, data, reporting, dashboard, analytics, and enabling technologies).

Outcome of this discovery process is a clear understanding of the current state of the organization with respect to business processes, in-house software applications, IT maturity, state of existing integration and willingness to adopt latest innovations.

Figure 1: Discovery, gap analysis & TOM plan
**Gap Analysis & TOM**

Future State requirements gathering is achieved through workshops conducted with key stakeholders by sharing and demonstrating the best practices used in the industry and evaluating the existing business processes to determine which processes need to be enhanced, which need to be modified, which need to be replaced and which need to be implemented. It also includes conducting one-on-one meetings with subject matter experts, functional department managers and project managers to understand the desire and extent of the changes expected in the Future State business processes.

Gap Analysis is an iterative process evaluating comprehensive Future State requirements solicited from the organization with respect to the Current State process, software applications and existing integrations.

A well-developed TOM provides the following details:

- Performance metrics defining key metrics, data, and measurement processes required to ensure that the Operating Model is effective and is delivering benefits
- The set of processes demonstrating how various functions and locations interact, how work is executed and where hand-offs occur
- The technology details outlining the services, applications and infrastructure supporting the business
- The cultural transformation indicating the values, norms and beliefs that drive how people in the organization act, and the skills and capabilities required
- The modification in the organizational structure, locations of where activities occur, and the mechanism by which implementation and changes to the Current State will be managed
- The clarity defining which activities will be performed within the organization, by other parts of parent groups, and by external parties

Final workshops are conducted with executive and management to achieve clear alignment with the recommendations included in the TOM and to facilitate decisions on the key challenges. Based on the feedback, the TOM is revised, risk mitigation strategy developed, change management plan defined and roadmap for implementation finalized. All the transformational processes are prioritized into phases (Immediate-Short, Short-Medium and Medium-Long Term) with clear timelines to achieve them through detailed functional design and subsequent implementation processes (See Figure 2 - Given elements can change with respect to every project).
Moving away from irregular functional approach that results in different maturity levels in the organization and adopting a comprehensive Discovery, Gap Analysis and TOM roadmap will help E&C companies join the essential wave of digital innovation and transformation shaking up the traditional processes in the industry.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Immediate–short term</th>
<th>Short–Medium Term</th>
<th>Medium–Long Term</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Business process standardization &amp; ERP</td>
<td>ERP system alignment</td>
<td>Knowledge management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Setup enterprise collaboration platform</td>
<td>Setup enterprise mobility platform</td>
<td>Financial planning integration with ERP-Project Controls-SCM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enterprise integration platform</td>
<td>Implement marketplace based sourcing systems integrated with ERP</td>
<td>Build enterprise mobile apps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infrastructure consolidation &amp; cloud provisioning</td>
<td>Implement enterprise analytics</td>
<td>Engineering &amp; design-ERP integration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Setup analytics platform</td>
<td>Implementation of EDW, EDMS, BIM</td>
<td>Implement engineering &amp; design collaboration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E&amp;D IM process standardization</td>
<td>E&amp;D platform standardization</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Current State**
- Setup engineering & design collaboration platform

**Future State**
- Setup & operationalize JV model
- O&M analytics
- Mobile apps for site operations
- Integrated site & back office
- Talent management
- Implement project analytics
- Framework for integration with multiple customer / partner systems
- COTS estimation systems integrated with planning & supply chain
- Automate site processes

**Figure 2: Phased path from current state to future state**
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